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General discussion of the data
assimilation approach
■■ The use of data assimilation can be considered as applying The use of data assimilation can be considered as applying a sequencea sequence

of correctionsof corrections of the results (or some part of the results), which is of the results (or some part of the results), which is
performed at successive times during the treatment of the modelperformed at successive times during the treatment of the model

■■ Each correction Each correction combinescombines an appropriate field of model results with an appropriate field of model results with
the available set of measurements (in most of the cases)the available set of measurements (in most of the cases)

■■ Different applications:Different applications: (a) to improve the initial conditions, (b) to (a) to improve the initial conditions, (b) to
improve the deposition rates, (c) to improve the emission rates and (d)improve the deposition rates, (c) to improve the emission rates and (d)
to improve the output concentrationsto improve the output concentrations

■■ This approach has successfully been used in the This approach has successfully been used in the meteorologymeteorology, but it is, but it is
relatively new in the environmental modellingrelatively new in the environmental modelling

■■ The The EURAD group in Cologne (Germany)EURAD group in Cologne (Germany) is a leading group in this is a leading group in this
fieldfield



The method used before the
data assimilation approach
■■ Optimal analysis or optimal interpolationOptimal analysis or optimal interpolation

■■ Provides a simple and internally consistent procedure for treating aProvides a simple and internally consistent procedure for treating a
large number of observations with different distributions, nature andlarge number of observations with different distributions, nature and
accuracyaccuracy

■■ Takes into account the dynamics of the meteorological processes onlyTakes into account the dynamics of the meteorological processes only
indirectlyindirectly

■■ The method of The method of optimal controloptimal control (J. L. Lions, 1971) is taken into account (J. L. Lions, 1971) is taken into account
in in the data assimilation approachthe data assimilation approach

■■ The theory of optimal control deals with the problem of finding The theory of optimal control deals with the problem of finding howhow
the output parametersthe output parameters of a given mathematical model can be controlled of a given mathematical model can be controlled
by acting on by acting on the input parametersthe input parameters of the model of the model



Major implementation principles
■■ Assume that the initial value field is to be improvedAssume that the initial value field is to be improved

■■ The initial values are considered as control parametersThe initial values are considered as control parameters

■■ A special function, the distance function, is defined. This functionA special function, the distance function, is defined. This function
provides weighted and accumulated distances between availableprovides weighted and accumulated distances between available
measurements and the corresponding state variables calculated by themeasurements and the corresponding state variables calculated by the
model during a predefined data assimilation windowmodel during a predefined data assimilation window

■■ Important:Important: An  An optimization optimization procedure has to be applied to procedure has to be applied to minimize minimize thethe
distance functiondistance function

■■ Adjoint Adjoint equationsequations are to be derived and used in order to calculate some are to be derived and used in order to calculate some
local gradients of the distance function, which are needed in thelocal gradients of the distance function, which are needed in the
optimization optimization procedureprocedure

■■ Four-dimensional Four-dimensional variational variational data assimilationdata assimilation



Definition of the distance
function
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Calculating the gradient of the
distance function
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Calculating approximations of the distance
function and its gradient at certain grids
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Minimization procedure in the
data assimilation approach
■■ The values of the distance function and the values of the gradient ofThe values of the distance function and the values of the gradient of

the distance function are used in the the distance function are used in the minimization minimization procedureprocedure

■■ The The BroydenBroyden-Fletcher--Fletcher-GoldfarbGoldfarb--Shanno Shanno algorithm is often usedalgorithm is often used

■■ Constraints are needed in order to ensure non-negative solutionsConstraints are needed in order to ensure non-negative solutions
((BertsekasBertsekas, 1982), 1982)



Advantages and disadvantages of
the data assimilation approach
AdavantagesAdavantages

■■ The model results might be The model results might be improved improved when the data assimilationwhen the data assimilation
approach is usedapproach is used

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

■■ The application of the data assimilation approach leads to a veryThe application of the data assimilation approach leads to a very
considerable considerable increaseincrease of the computer time of the computer time

■■ There are difficulties with There are difficulties with missing missing observationsobservations

■■ The selection of The selection of representativerepresentative measurements might be a problem measurements might be a problem



Keeping the concentrations in a given
sensitive area under some prescribed level

■■ The problem can be considered as an optimal planning in the efforts toThe problem can be considered as an optimal planning in the efforts to
achieve sustainable development.achieve sustainable development.

■■ An example:An example:
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The problem can be solved by introduction of adjoint equations.
Only rather simple cases have been studied until now.



Inverse problems

1. Reduction of the emissions in order to keep pollution levels under1. Reduction of the emissions in order to keep pollution levels under
prescribed critical levelsprescribed critical levels

2. 2. WhereWhere to reduce the emissions and  to reduce the emissions and by how muchby how much to reduce them? to reduce them?

3. One should be very careful when the inverse problem is defined3. One should be very careful when the inverse problem is defined
mathematically (it is not easy to ensure mathematically (it is not easy to ensure existenseexistense of the solution) of the solution)

4. The problems have not been formulated and treated for the general case4. The problems have not been formulated and treated for the general case



Local refinement

Dynamical local refinement:Dynamical local refinement:

■■ A. A. Tomlin Tomlin and M. and M. BerzinsBerzins (Leeds) (Leeds)

■■ Applied in sub-areas where large gradients of some concentrations areApplied in sub-areas where large gradients of some concentrations are
observedobserved

Static local refinement:Static local refinement:

■■ One way nesting (Cologne, Germany)One way nesting (Cologne, Germany)

■■ Two-way nesting (CWI, Amsterdam)Two-way nesting (CWI, Amsterdam)

■■ Non-equidistant meshes combined by finite element approximationNon-equidistant meshes combined by finite element approximation
((Antonov Antonov in an object-oriented code)in an object-oriented code)



Object oriented codes

■■ The structure of the code is in general improved during the preparationThe structure of the code is in general improved during the preparation
of an object oriented codeof an object oriented code

■■ More advanced programming tools can be usedMore advanced programming tools can be used

■■ Flexibility (one can easily change numerical methods, physicalFlexibility (one can easily change numerical methods, physical
mechanisms, etc.)mechanisms, etc.)

■■ Based mainly on c++Based mainly on c++

■■ It is easy to introduce local refinementIt is easy to introduce local refinement

A. A. Antonov Antonov (2002)(2002)



General on Environmental Modelling

Multidisciplinary field:Multidisciplinary field:

■■ PhysicsPhysics

■■ MeteorologyMeteorology

■■ ChemistryChemistry

■■ Numerical MathematicsNumerical Mathematics

■■ Scientific ComputingScientific Computing

■■ StatisticsStatistics

■■ Data handlingData handling

■■ Advanced graphical tools are absolutely necessaryAdvanced graphical tools are absolutely necessary

Typical feature:Typical feature: the problems are very big when  the problems are very big when all all relevant physicalrelevant physical
processes are processes are adequatelyadequately described in the models described in the models



Numerical algorithms

■■ Solution of systems of Solution of systems of linearlinear algebraic equations algebraic equations

■■ Solution of Solution of non-linearnon-linear system of  system of algebtraic algebtraic equationequation

■■ Solution of systems of Solution of systems of ODEsODEs  (stiff and non-stiff)(stiff and non-stiff)

■■ Solution of systems of Solution of systems of PDEsPDEs

■■ OptimizationOptimization  problemsproblems

■■ Monte CarloMonte Carlo methods methods

■■ InverseInverse problems problems



Most fascinating features

■■ Improvements are needed in many parts of the modelsImprovements are needed in many parts of the models

■■ There are a lot of open problemsThere are a lot of open problems

■■ The requirements to the models are permanently increasedThe requirements to the models are permanently increased
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